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Abstract—Reviewed the summary and classification of PV mounting system for solar power station. Analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of the optimum tilt angle of fixed, the horizontal single-axis tracking type, the diagonal single axis tracking type and the dual axis tracking type mounting system for solar power station, compared the performance of the different installation methods and materials of the PV mounting system from the bearing capacity, corrosion resistance, beautiful degree, stability, construction speed, connection strength and other aspects. Introduced in detail of PV mounting system for solar power station design principles and load cases, compared and analyzed comprehensive performance of the four forms of PV mounting systems from the covering area, solar radiation gain, the capacity gain and other aspects. Summarized the problems and proposed solutions of existing PV mounting system, and proposed the development direction of PV mounting system for solar power station.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since twenty-first Century, the human society is facing a series of challenge, the energy crisis is one of the most concern problem in today's world [1-2]. The shortage of energy, the deterioration of the environment to promote human development of new energy, hydro energy, wind energy, ocean energy, solar energy, geothermal energy, these 5 kinds of new energy sources, solar energy is the most development potential. It is a kind of inexhaustible, clean, safe and renewable energy [3-4]. The global photovoltaic market demand breakthrough 40GW in 2014, industry demand growth remained at the level of 20%~30%, China's installed capacity of photovoltaic grid connected at about 10.5GW, the cumulative installed PV capacity is 26.52GW, which distributed photovoltaic power station does not exceed 5GW, large ground station is mainly part of the PV market in China. In the cost of the solar photovoltaic power generation system, Solar support costs accounting for approximately 11% , that is second only to 55% of the sun battery costs, and to 13% of the variable-frequency drive. At present the solar mounting system can not meet the requirements of the new development. In fact, a professional photovoltaic bracket system should not only consider the wind, snow, earthquake and the factors influencing the stability, but also consider the various photovoltaic module compatibility, conservation and the use of material, can realize large-scale production, or even consider the transportation and installation and maintenance of the safety and convenience [5]. Photovoltaic bracket system compared to the foreign mature markets, the current domestic photovoltaic bracket system also has many disparities [6].

A. The classification of PV mounting system for solar power station

The Solar photovoltaic bracket is designed to put a special support, installation, fixed solar panel solar energy in PV system. According to PV mounting system for solar power station operation mode can be divided into: the optimum tilt angle of fixed, the horizontal single-axis tracking type, diagonal single axis tracking type and dual axis tracking type [7].
1) The optimum tilt angle of fixed

The fixed support usually have a certain angle, the installation angle of the optimal choice depends on many factors, such as geographical location, distribution of annual solar radiation, direct radiation and scattering of radiation ratio and specific site conditions etc. Best installation angle can use professional design software system to determine the optimum design, it should be the angle at the system generating annual maximum time. The domestic and international professional software include Meteonorm, Photovoltaic treasure, PVSystem.

![Figure 1. The optimum tilt angle of fixed](image)

2) The horizontal single axis tracking

The level of a single axis tracking support, through its rotation in the east-west direction, in order to ensure the normal direction of each moment the sun light and the solar cell panel to a minimum, so as to gain power in large quantity.

![Figure 2. The horizontal single axis tracking](image)

3) The diagonal single axis tracking type

Also known as the tilt angle of a single axis tracking support dimension. Tilted single axis tracking support, is based on fixed solar cell panel angle, rotate about the axis sun tracking range of the tilt angle, in order to receive more solar radiation amount. Li Shimin designed the "solar photovoltaic power generation component of the oblique / horizontal single axis tracking device", the device can improve the photovoltaic array experiments show that generating capacity more than 25-30%[8].

![Figure 3. The diagonal single axis tracking](image)

4) The dual axis tracking

Two axis tracking bracket can motion along the two rotating shaft, can also track the sun's azimuth and elevation angle, can be theoretically by the real-time tracking of the sun's rays, in order to ensure that every moment in the sun light and solar cell panel is vertical, in order to obtain the maximum amount of electricity. Gao Dianjun invented the "solar power generation unit and a solar battery board support and elevation tracking unit", after the final test in the experimental process, the generation rate of fixed bracket contrast at the same level, can improve the generation rate of 18%[9].

![Figure 4. The dual axis tracking](image)

According to the support system of photovoltaic materials can be divided into: non metallic stent, aluminum alloy frame, steel frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support classification</th>
<th>stability</th>
<th>Corrosion resistance</th>
<th>Beautiful degree</th>
<th>Bearing capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non metallic stent</td>
<td>higher</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aluminum alloy frame</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel frame</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>Higher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2013, the well-known material suppliers DuPont has been launched the solution that based on polymer...
composite materials’ e-Frame integration frame bracket, a comprehensive comparison, the cost lower than traditional aluminum alloy frame and support assembly. Europe and the United States have developed solar stent made of plastic material, Taiwan Nami carbon tube company has mastered this technology, multi class model of polymer materials of non-metallic support has been developed in abroad, and been put into the actual production[10].

Classified according to the installation of solar bracket can be divided into: welded and assembled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bracket form</th>
<th>Connect- on strength</th>
<th>Corrosion resistance</th>
<th>Aestheti c level</th>
<th>Construc -tion speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welded</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Worse</td>
<td>Worse</td>
<td>Slower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Better</td>
<td>Better</td>
<td>Faster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Compares the performance of different installation for solar mounting

II. PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR POWER STATION GROUND MOUNTING SYSTEM DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND LOAD ANALYSIS

PV mounting structure design is an important part of Photovoltaic power plant design, and its design principles currently lack the appropriate specifications. According to the other current specifications for guidance and reference to foreign other specifications, Such as Japan's standard "solar array with support design standards (JIS 8955-2004)" gives the value of wind load requirements, and establishes of a theoretical method to calculate the PV mounting structure[11].

As a hypothetical load for solar array support structure, Including fixed-lasting effects and natural forces of wind pressure load, snow load and seismic load, etc. In addition, there are also have load generated due to temperature change "load temperature", but in addition to the long member is welded a support structure, the load is small compared with the other, and therefore it could be negligible.

a) Fixed load(G): Sum of Component mass(MG) and Supports mass.

b) Wind pressure load(W): Sum of Wind pressure on the component(MW) and Wind pressure on support(KW).

c) Snow load(S): And the component perpendicular to the surface of the snow load.

d) Earthquake load(K): Horizontal earthquake forces on support(In the steel bracket, the important of seismic load generally less than the pressure) [12].

Because PV modules and mounting system with a large area by the wind, light weight and other characteristics, so that the wind load has become a major PV system load to bear. Whether it is time to stand downwind structural strength and deformation demands, or when a headwind on the basis of anti-overturning requirements are a controlling Photovoltaic stent design conditions. Therefore, a reasonable wind load is an important part of Photovoltaic brackets design.

For the ground solar PV mounting systems, it need to ensure that within 25 years the structure must be solid and reliable, able to withstand such as environmental erosion, wind and snow loads and other external loads, safe and reliable installation with minimal installation costs to reach the maximum effect of the use, almost maintenance-free, reliable maintenance, recyclable. At present, some enterprise apply a high abrasion resistant material to resist wind loads, snow loads and other corrosive effect, and utilizes anodized aluminum, thick galvanized steel, stainless steel, anti-aging and UV technology to ensure the ground solar power PV mounting system life[13].

III. COMPREHENSIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SOLAR PV MOUNTING SYSTEM FOR THE GROUND STATION

In this paper, according to the optimum tilt angle of fixed, horizontal single-axis tracking, diagonal single axis tracking type and dual axis tracking classification for discussion. For a fixed bracket, due to the latitude and bracket angle are the most important influence for the area covered, so in the same latitude, Fixed angle bracket covers area is the smallest .but because of its inclination is fixed and can not accept the maximum solar radiation, so its solar radiation gain and power generation gain are the lowest than the other forms of the bracket.

For horizontal single-axis tracking, in the case of the same latitude, which covers an area slightly larger than the fixed bracket, but smaller than the diagonal single axis tracking brackets.

For the diagonal single axis tracking brackets, which cover area are larger than fixed and horizontal single-axis, And with the tilt angle, the greater its cover area, due to diagonal single axis tracking brackets real-time tracking of the sun azimuth, so its solar radiation gain and power generation gain compared with Fixed angle bracket and horizontal single axis tracking are high.

For dual-axis tracking, the covers an area is the largest, because it can track the azimuth and elevation angle of the sun, so the solar radiation gain and power generation gain is greatest.

Generally speaking, Tracking bracket can make the photovoltaic power station power generation gain larger. But it covers an area is largest, high cost of operation and maintenance, And at different latitudes, tracking brackets for Power generation gain there are some differences. Considering the above factors, At this stage, brackets fixing bracket and tracking bracket no obvious good or bad, Tracking brackets is not much better than the fixed brackets, In the actual situation should be analyzed for specific projects then to select the optimal brackets program. 2011 peak domestic photovoltaic power plant installed capacity of more than 3GW in China, of which more than 90% of PV power plants are based on a fixed bracket, one of the few stations chosen oblique single and single-axis tracking flat bracket, while dual-axis tracking brackets there large-scale demonstration application[15].

IV. SUMMARY AND PROSPECT

1) For the mounting bracket, there is a problem: the low Power generation rates. Solution is to: develop the best angle bracket and adjustable mounting bracket[16]. For tracking bracket, a common problem is: complex structure, reliability is lower than the
2) mounting bracket and own energy consumption, higher costs than the mounting bracket. Solution is to: simplify the structure, improve reliability, reduce their energy consumption, improve power generation rate, the proposed development of the low-angle oblique single-axis tracking system.

3) For the installation of solar PV mounting, installation complexities and time-consuming problem consuming work, the solution is to: develop integrated solar PV mounting bracket or modular solar system.

4) For the production process from the current holder of the extensive structure, simple step by step process to develop precision. For durability and lightweight trend, should the development and application of new composite materials PV.
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